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Hard working, diligent individual that takes pride in doing every task; to the best 
of my abilities. I also enjoy working closely with others but do not require constant
supervision. I follow directions to the point and don't take short cuts. I also love a 
task that is a challenge. My ideal job would be one that would challenge me, 
whether physically or mentally, that allows me to interact with others, that allows 
me to do tasks in which I can take pride in.

FEBRUARY 2006 – OCTOBER 2010
VEHICLE AUTO DETAILER - ABC CORPORATION

 Detail vehicle according to the customer s specific instructions, shampoo 
carpets and upholstery, vacuum floors and seats.

 Vacuum vehicles, clean out ashtrays and cup holders, conditions vinyl and 
leather.

 Cleans all trash, debris, and dirt from the interior of the vehicle using special 
foams and detergents, designed for specific types of microfibers.

 Polishes the dashboard, steering wheel, trims and moldings inside the vehicle, 
clean door frames and instrument panels.

 Cleans all dirt, grease, and tar from the exterior of the vehicle.
 Reconditions the vehicle s exterior, clean all glass on the vehicle inside and out, 

with the appropriate type of rag and cleaning solution.
 Cleaning all mirrors with the proper substance, steam the engines and removes 

grease from the engine and other parts under the hood. Wax and buff vehicles 
after washing.

2003 – 2006
AUTO DETAILER - BLUE STAR AUTO RECONDITIONING, LLC.

 worked for blue star auto reconditioning llc., a company contracted by Auto 
Nation to work for the Mercedes Benz dealership in Wesley chapel, fl

 cleaned and detailed luxury cars from Mercedes to Maclarens
 cleaned and detailed service and valet customer cars as well as delivery cars 

for sales customers
 operated an automated car wash
 gained extensive knowledge of ardex and auto magic cleaning products
 bumped to full time based on work ethic (June 2016)
 received $1 raise based on merit (December 2016).
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EDUCATION

High School Diploma - 1998(Highland Springs High School - Henrico, VA)

SKILLS

OSHA 10,OSHA30, FORKLIFT CERT,LOCKOUT TAG OUT,Offset Printing certificates, 
Service Small Engine Repair Certificates.
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